





Best Cashmere LLC is one of the most active manufacturers in
Mongolian cashmere productions market today, and we have
established ourselves as one of the respected companies in the
field in since 2006.
Our factory is equipped with Japanese computerized automatic
knitting machine in parallel to hand machines and we process
our ready to wear garment through our own complete line of
knitting, sewing, washing and finishing.
We also have our own in house design and programming team.
This makes us one of only few manufacturers in Mongolia who
provide full supply chain service to our customers.
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After the first years of establishment we have co-worked
successfully with Mongolian large three companies on their
international orders from England, Germany, Belgium and South
Korea
In parallel onboard from 2008, we are providing our own
"Tugs" brand products to the market for the needs of our
domestic customers. We work with an objective to deliver high
quality, different types of knitwear products with a wide color
range selection to our customers.
Finally, we have completed our technology renewal and
extension project in 2012 with an ambition to expand our market
share, promote the direct export to our overseas buyers.
During the last 3 years we have been working successfully
with our main buyers from Japan and Belgium. We welcome
any potential partners who would like to develop long term
business relationship with us.
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Our human capital profile is:
Our management team is combined with professionals who
has more than 20 years in their respective sectors.
We employee young professionals in the innovative fields of
the factory such as programming, designing and motivates
them through various types of social plans we established
internally.
30% of our factory workers are people with hearing disability
(most of them are women). We consider this as our social
responsibility and work close with them in order to support
their life and to provide working place for them. We train them
in our factory and after certain period training we do contract
with them. Our employees are so talented young girls who
make the cashmere garments by their heart.
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Address
Mongol Nekhmel Building street,
Khan-Uul district,
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
Phone
+976 5005 0477
Fax
+976 11 325883
Email
info@tugs.mn
www.tugs.mn

